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Bibliografia romana
The Classical Poetry of the Japanese
"A modern annotated translation in English of Giambattista Marino's "Adone", a
poem of 20 cantos written in Italian and first published in 1623 in Paris" -- Provided
by publisher.

French Opera
"A brilliant overview of the history of French opera, scrupulously researched and
eminently readable. The people, the politics, the scandalsûinformative and
entertaining."-Richard Bonynge AO, CBE --

Vanish
Readers of Spirou already know the Marsupilami - that lovable creature with the
nature-defying tail. Here, in his own series, we follow the Marsupilami's life in his
natural habitat. And his adventures are as funny as ever!

Forster
This distinctive edition of the third book in Veronica Roth's Divergent series
features cover artwork from the major motion picture The Divergent Series:
Allegiant, starring Shailene Woodley, Theo James, and Ansel Elgort. This special
edition also contains never-before-seen bonus content! One choice will define you.
What if your whole world was a lie? What if a single revelation—like a single
choice—changed everything? What if love and loyalty made you do things you
never expected? The explosive conclusion to Veronica Roth's #1 New York Times
bestselling Divergent trilogy reveals the secrets of the dystopian world that has
captivated millions of readers and film fans in Divergent and Insurgent.
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The Classical Music Book
Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians
Eugenio Montale
Riley has crossed the bridge into the afterlife—a place called Here, where time is
always Now. She has picked up life where she left off when she was alive, living
with her parents and dog in a nice house in a nice neighborhood. When she's
summoned before The Council, she learns that the afterlife isn't just an eternity of
leisure. She's been assigned a job, Soul Catcher, and a teacher, Bodhi, a possibly
cute, seemingly nerdy boy who's definitely hiding something. They return to earth
together for Riley's first assignment, a Radiant Boy who's been haunting a castle in
England for centuries. Many Soul Catchers have tried to get him to cross the bridge
and failed. But all of that was before he met Riley . . . Radiance is the first book in
the Riley Bloom series from bestselling author Alyson Noël.

Bibliografia italiana
Garlandia
"Treasures of a Lost Art presents 144 leaves, cuttings, and illuminated manuscript
fragments from the collection of Robert Lehman (1891-1969), one of the largest
and most impressive private holdings of Italian manuscripts assembled after the
First World War. Discussed here - with many of them handsomely illustrated in full
color - are important examples of the major schools of illumination in southern
Italy, Umbria, Tuscany, Emilia, Lombardy, and the Veneto. Previously unpublished,
and perhaps even unknown to scholars, are works by some of the foremost Italian
painters of the Middle Ages and Renaissance, including a leaf here attributed for
the first time to the Sienese master Duccio di Buoninsegna and cuttings by Stefano
da Verona and Cosimo Tura. Lesser-known arists, such as Neri da Rimini, Belbello
da Pavia, and Girolamo da Cremona, once renowned for their beautifully
illuminated volumes, are also discussed in full."--Jacket.

Child of Paradise
Elmer and his cousin Wilbur decide to go to the coast to see the whales. But their
journey becomes far more of an adventure than they expected when they find
themselves lost at sea. Can the whales help them back to shore?

Batman: White Knight
Traces the career of the influential French director and uses psychoanalytical
concepts to analyze his major films

Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
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Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet
whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted more than
anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a
block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too
hard!" Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until
his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette.
Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of Pinocchio, the
puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children
by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of Pinocchio, an animated
marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic
of children's literature and has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is
not the story we've seen in film but the original version full of harrowing
adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.

Elmer, Rose and Super El
The impossible has happened: The Joker has becomesane. Batman: White Knight
follows the man now known as Jack Napier as he embarks on a quest to heal the
city he once terrorized. After reconciling with his long-suffering partner, Harley
Quinn, he sets in motion a carefully plotted campaign to discredit the one person
whom he views as Gotham City's true enemy: Batman. His crusade exposes a
decades-long history of corruption within the Gotham City Police Department and
transforms Napier into a city councilman and civic hero. But when the sins of his
past return to threaten everything that he has accomplished, the distinctions
between savior and destroyer begin to break down for both The Joker and Batman
alike-and with them any hope for Gotham's future. Writer and artist Sean Murphy
delivers an extraordinary examination of comics' greatest antagonists in Batman:
White Knight, exploring justice, corruption, activism and the darkest depths of
mental illness. Collecting the acclaimed eight-issue miniseries, this stunning
graphic novel also marks the debut of the DC Black Label imprint, which features
classic DC characters in all-new, standalone stories written and illustrated by worldclass authors and artists.

Treasures of a Lost Art
Academic attention has focused on America's influence on European stage works,
and yet dozens of operettas from Austria and Germany were produced on
Broadway and in the West End, and their impact on the musical life of the early
twentieth century is undeniable. In this ground breaking book, Derek B. Scott
examines the cultural transfer of operetta from the German stage to Britain and
the USA and offers a historical and critical survey of these operettas and their
music. In the period 1900–1940, over sixty operettas were produced in the West
End, and over seventy on Broadway. A study of these stage works is important for
the light they shine on a variety of social topics of the period - from modernity and
gender relations to new technology and new media - and these are investigated in
the individual chapters. This book is also available as Open Access on Cambridge
Core.

The Intelligence Park
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The Flavors of Modernity
An Impossible Romance. Bitter Rivalries. Deadly Choices. To save the life of the
boy she loves, Jacinda did the unthinkable: She betrayed the most closely guarded
secret of her kind. Now she must return to the protection of her pride knowing she
might never see Will again—and worse, that because his mind has been shaded,
Will’s memories of that fateful night and why she had to flee are gone. Back home,
Jacinda is greeted with hostility and must work to prove her loyalty for both her
sake and her family’s. Among the few who will even talk to her are Cassian, the
pride’s heir apparent who has always wanted her, and her sister, Tamra, who has
been forever changed by a twist of fate. Jacinda knows that she should forget Will
and move on—that if he managed to remember and keep his promise to find her, it
would only endanger them both. Yet she clings to the hope that someday they will
be together again. When the chance arrives to follow her heart, will she risk
everything for love? In bestselling author Sophie Jordan’s dramatic follow-up to
Firelight, forbidden love burns brighter than ever.

La magica avventura di Gatto Fantasio
“Lemony Snicket meets Pirates of the Caribbean, with a sprinkling of Tom Sawyer
for good measure.”—Rick Riordan, bestselling author After a narrow escape from
Deadweather Island, Egg and his slightly deranged partner Guts head for the
remote New Lands. They’re in search of the lost Okalu tribe, who hold the key to
the mysterious treasure map that Egg can't decipher. But the ruthless Roger
Pembroke is hard on Egg's trail, and the New Lands are full of new
enemies—against which our heroes' only weapons are their brains, their
courageand the two dozen swear words Guts just memorized in the local tongue.
They're going to need help. But who can they trust? Is Kira, the beautiful and
heavily armed Okalu refugee, their ally…or their enemy? Is Pembroke's daughter
Millicent on Egg's side…or her father's? Why on earth is the notorious pirate Burn
Healy being so nice to them? And the biggest question of all: what shocking secret
is Egg about to discover in the shadow of an ancient Okalu temple?

Recollections of an Excursion to the Monasteries of Alcobaça
and Batalha
This early work by Earl Derr Biggers was originally published in 1930 and we are
now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography. “Charlie Chan Carries
On” is the fifth novel in the Charlie Chan series. Inspector Duff, a Scotland Yard
detective and friend of Chan's, first introduced in Behind That Curtain, is pursuing
a murderer on an around-the-world voyage; so far, there have been murders in
London, France, Italy and Japan. While his ship is docked in Honolulu, the detective
is shot and wounded by his quarry; though he survives, he is unable to continue
with the cruise, and Chan takes his place instead. Earl Derr Biggers was born on
26th August 1884 in Warren, Ohio, USA. Biggers received his further education at
Harvard University, where he developed a reputation as a literary rebel, preferring
the popular modern authors, such as Rudyard Kipling and Richard Harding Davis to
the established figures of classical literature. Following in their footsteps upon
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graduating, he himself began a career as a popular writer, penning humorous
articles and reviews for the Boston Traveler. While on holiday in Hawaii, Biggers
heard tales of a real-life Chinese detective operating in Honolulu, named Chang
Apana. This inspired him to create his most enduring legacy in the character of
super-sleuth Charlie Chan. The first Chan story “The House Without a Key” (1925)
was published as a serialised story in the Saturday Evening Post and then released
as a novel in the same year. Biggers went on to write five more Chan novels and all
were licensed for movie adaptations by Fox Films. These films were hugely popular
with several different actors taking the lead role of Chan. Eventually; over 40 films
were produced featuring the character. Biggers only saw the early on-screen
successes of Charlie Chan due to his death at the age of only 48 from a heart
attack in April 1933.

Charlie Chan Carries On
ePub: FL0632; PDF: FL1573

The Bilingual Text
Literary Nonfiction. LGBTQIA Studies. Translated from the German by James J.
Conway. Rough trade, drag kings, tea dances, sporty dykes, coded classified ads,
campy nicknames, passing, outing, hustlers, beats and cruising at the YMCA--all
accompanied by a wave of gay and lesbian activism. Eighties New York? No,
Germany's imperial capital at the dawn of the 20th century. BERLIN'S THIRD SEX
reveals an astonishingly diverse gay subculture years ahead of the Weimar era,
with cross-dressing cabaret, all-night parties and erotic license at every level of
society. Magnus Hirschfeld's 1904 report is a foundational text of modern gay
identity, queer history captured by an insider, as it happened. Police, blackmailers
and moral crusaders are never far, suicide is all too common, but Hirschfeld also
invites us into the homes of same-sex couples to witness tranquil scenes of
domesticity and devotion. BERLIN'S THIRD SEX formed part of the vast "Metropolis
Documents" project, a visionary panorama of early 20th century urban life. This,
the first part of the series to appear in English, is offered alongside an earlier
Hirschfeld study of the "third sex" (the author's provisional term for gays and
lesbians) as well as comprehensive notes and an informative afterword. "[BERLIN'S
THIRD SEX] depicts a flourishing gay subculture populated by cross-dressers, drag
queens, sporty dykes, blackmailers and prostitutes, who establish contact with one
another via intricately coded classified ads, adopt droll nicknames such as
'Squeaky Lotte,' 'Rollmop Queen' and 'Hiddigeigei,' and generally live it up in bars
and cabarets, in the Tiergarten, or at the Opera. The Rixdorf edition includes an
informative afterword and helpful notes by the translator James. J. Conway."--Anna
Katharina Schaffner "Hirschfeld's rhetorical strategy, which includes these appeals
to sentiment, walks the line between emphasizing the similarities in behavior
between homosexuals and heterosexuals (in other words, suggesting homosexuals
are just like the [presumably heterosexual] reader), and relating anecdotes or
characteristics that portray the former as uniquely, yet endearingly, different. That
this approach has strong parallels with contemporary gay rights rhetoric suggests
that there is a timeless appeal in finding reasons for empathy in order to
demonstrate that 'the other' is just as human."--Tyler Langendorfer
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Radiance
When Rudolph comes down with the flu, it's up to Rover the dog and the Mack
children to help Santa complete his Christmas deliveries.

Tennessee Williams and Italy
Il Teatro stabile del Friuli-Venezia Giulia
Gatto Fantasio e la statua di cera
Music after the Fall
From Rabelais's celebration of wine to Proust's madeleine and Virginia Woolf's
boeuf en daube in To the Lighthouse, food has figured prominently in world
literature. But perhaps nowhere has it played such a vital role as in the Italian
novel. In a book flowing with descriptions of recipes, ingredients, fragrances,
country gardens, kitchens, dinner etiquette, and even hunger, Gian-Paolo Biasin
examines food images in the modern Italian novel so as to unravel their function
and meaning. As a sign for cultural values and social and economic relationships,
food becomes a key to appreciating the textual richness of works such as
Lampedusa's The Leopard, Manzoni's The Betrothed, Primo Levi's Survival in
Auschwitz, and Calvino's Under the Jaguar Sun. The importance of the culinary sign
in fiction, argues Biasin, is that it embodies the oral relationship between food and
language while creating a sense of materiality. Food contributes powerfully to the
reality of a text by making a fictional setting seem credible and coherent: a
Lombard peasant eats polenta in The Betrothed, whereas a Sicilian prince offers a
monumental macaroni timbale at a dinner in The Leopard. Similarly, Biasin shows
how food is used by writers to connote the psychological traits of a character, to
construct a story by making the protagonists meet during a meal, and even to call
attention to the fictionality of the story with a metanarrative description. Drawing
from anthropology, psychoanalysis, sociology, science, and philosophy, the author
gives special attention to the metaphoric and symbolic meanings of food.
Throughout he blends material culture with observations on thematics and
narrativity to enlighten the reader who enjoys the pleasures of the text as much as
those of the palate. Originally published in 1993. The Princeton Legacy Library uses
the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-ofprint books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them
in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy
Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.

Fascist Modernities
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Berlin's Third Sex
Bilingual texts have been left outside the mainstream of both translation theory
and literary history. Yet the tradition of the bilingual writer, moving between
different sign systems and audiences to create a text in two languages, is a rich
and venerable one, going back at least to the Middle Ages. The self-translated,
bilingual text was commonplace in the mutlilingual world of medieval and early
modern Europe, frequently bridging Latin and the vernaculars. While selftranslation persisted among cultured elites, it diminished during the consolidation
of the nation-states, in the long era of nationalistic monolingualism, only to resurge
in the postcolonial era. The Bilingual Text makes a first step toward providing the
fields of translation studies and comparative literature with a comprehensive
account of literary self-translation in the West. It tracks the shifting paradigms of
bilinguality across the centuries and addresses the urgent questions that the
bilingual text raises for translation theorists today: Is each part of the bilingual text
a separate, original creation or is each incomplete without the other? Is selftranslation a unique genre? Can either version be split off into a single language or
literary tradition? How can two linguistic versions of a text be fitted into standard
models of foreign and domestic texts and cultures? Because such texts defeat
standard categories of analysis, The Bilingual Text reverses the usual critical gaze,
highlighting not dissimilarities but continuities across versions, allowing for
dissimilarities within orders of correspondence, and englobing the literary as well
as linguistic and cultural dimensions of the text. Emphasizing the arcs of historical
change in concepts of language and translation that inform each case study, The
Bilingual Text examines the perdurance of this phenomenon in Western societies
and literatures.

Rover Saves Christmas
This book reveals for the first time the import of a huge network of connections
between Tennessee Williams and the country closest to his heart, Italy. America's
most thought-provoking playwright loved Italy more than any other country
outside the US and was deeply influenced by its culture for most of his life. Anna
Magnani's film roles in the 1940s, Italian Neo-realist cinema, the theatre of
Eduardo De Filippo, as well as the actual experience of Italian life and culture
during his long stays in the country were some of the elements shaping his literary
output. Through his lover Frank Merlo, he also had first-hand knowledge of ItalianAmerican life in Brooklyn. Tracing the establishment of his reputation with the
Italian intelligentsia, as well as with theatre practitioners and with generations of
audiences, the book also tells the story of a momentous collaboration in the
theatre, between Williams and Luchino Visconti, who had to defy the unceasing
control Italian censorship exerted on Williams for decades.

Il secondo mestiere
Allegiant Movie Tie-in Edition
Uncover the hidden gems of the Marvel Universe! From the untold tales of the
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Sensational Spider-Man in his black suit to the killer spider-stories that will keep
you guessing and the beloved Power Pack jumps back into action when the Brood
attacks, these action-packed stories reunite some of Marvel's greatest creators
with their most beloved characters! COLLECTING: SENSATIONAL SPIDER-MAN: SELFIMPROVEMENT 1, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: GOING BIG 1, POWER PACK: GROW UP 1

Giambattista Marino: Adonis
Comprehensive in scope and exclusively devoted to feline medical care, Dr. Susan
Little's The Cat: Clinical Medicine and Management is an essential resource for
anyone who provides complete, state-of-the-art care to cats. In one convenient
volume, you'll find authoritative, clinically-focused information enhanced by fullcolor illustrations, tables, boxes, algorithms, key points, and much more — all in a
format designed for quick access. Dr. Little and her expert contributors address the
unique concerns and challenges facing the feline practitioner, including the latest
advances in feline medical diagnosis and management and their clinical
applications to everyday practice. User-friendly and complete, The Cat is also
available as an e-book, giving you easy access to the complete, fully-searchable
contents online. Covers the latest advances in feline medicine from a systemic and
adjunctive care perspective. It's the most comprehensive feline medical reference
available with a strong clinical focus. Helps you meet the increasing demand for
state-of-the-art medical care by cat owners — including advanced diagnostic
services and treatments designed to extend and improve quality of life for feline
companions. Features a full-color design with hundreds of schematic drawings,
tables, boxes, key points, algorithms, and photographs for quick and easy access
to information. Addresses key topics unique to feline medicine and not currently
covered in other books, including: insights and clinical advances attributable to the
mapping of the feline genome; medical conditions associated with behavioral
problems; managing the feline patient with co-existing and chronic disease; special
medical problems and care considerations for the geriatric cat; environmental
enrichment for the indoor cat; feline zoonotic agents and implications for human
health; and shelter medicine and overpopulation solutions. Provides in-depth
information on indoor cats and senior cats, including timely guidance on meeting
owners' expectations for longer, healthier lives for their cats. Addresses the
challenges of pet overpopulation, particularly the impact of millions of feral cats on
public health and the environment. Presents information written in the manner of
expanded conference proceedings, delivering the latest insights and most current
approaches to management of feline medical disorders. Includes contributions
from approximately 60 contributors, drawing on the valuable expertise of those
most knowledgeable in the field of feline medical care. Bears the full endorsement
of the Winn Feline Foundation, a non-profit organization that supports studies
about cat health and funds feline research projects worldwide, and is
internationally regarded as a major contributor to the health and wellbeing of all
cats. The complete contents also are available online through Veterinary Consult.

Legends of Marvel: Spider-Man
Manslaughter, blackmail, violent sex, sudden death: out of materials which might
have served a lesser author as the basis for mere melodrama, E. M. Forster created
literary vehicles which convey the reader with near-celestial ease to psychological
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realms as diverse as the London drawing-room and the Indian cave of revelation.
The essays collected here range from early commentaries introducing Forster to an
American audience, to more recent essays illuminating the subtlety and
resourcefulness of his fictional method, the acute modernity of his moral and
intellectual concerns. Disputing a long-held view that Forster is intellectually a
Victorian, in bondage to the liberal pieties he portrayed so well, these critics point
to his capacity for rigorous self-scrutiny and detached observation of those very
institutions and ideas so often associated with him. As they reveal new facets of
Forster's accomplishment, these essays indicate why the twentieth century now
recognizes him as one of its major literary figures. -- From publisher's description.

La Moschetta
This cultural history of Mussolini's dictatorship discusses the meanings of
modernity in interwar Italy. The work argues that fascism appealed to many Italian
intellectuals as a new model of modernity that would resolve the European and
national crises.

New Lands
"the best extant map of our sonic shadowlands, and it has changed how I
listen."—Alex Ross, The New Yorker "an essential survey of contemporary
music."—New York Times "…sharp, provacative and always on the money. The
listening list alone promises months of fresh discovery, the main text a fresh new
way of navigating the world of sound."—The Wire 2017 Music Book of the
Year—Alex Ross, The New Yorker Music after the Fall is the first book to survey
contemporary Western art music within the transformed political, cultural, and
technological environment of the post–Cold War era. In this book, Tim RutherfordJohnson considers musical composition against this changed backdrop, placing it in
the context of globalization, digitization, and new media. Drawing connections with
the other arts, in particular visual art and architecture, he expands the definition of
Western art music to include forms of composition, experimental music, sound art,
and crossover work from across the spectrum, inside and beyond the concert hall.
Each chapter is a critical consideration of a wide range of composers, performers,
works, and institutions, and develops a broad and rich picture of the new music
ecosystem, from North American string quartets to Lebanese improvisers, from
electroacoustic music studios in South America to ruined pianos in the Australian
outback. Rutherford-Johnson puts forth a new approach to the study of
contemporary music that relies less on taxonomies of style and technique than on
the comparison of different responses to common themes of permission, fluidity,
excess, and loss.

Angelo Beolco (Il Ruzante)
German Operetta on Broadway and in the West End, 1900–1940
Rose and the pink elephants are celebrating Old's one-hundredth birthday. The
celebrations take an unexpected turn when Old becomes stranded on a dangerous
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cliff top. Rose rushes to get help. It sounds like a job for Super El!

The Cat - E-Book
The Marsupilami's Tail
This original, graphic-led book explores and explains the key ideas underpinning
the world's greatest classical compositions and musical traditions, defines their
importance to the musical canon, and places them into their wider social, cultural,
and historical context. The nineteenth title in DK's bestselling Big Ideas series, The
Classical Music Book combines accessible, authoritative text with bold explanatory
graphics to make the subject of classical music approachable to readers with an
interest in the subject who want to learn more while still offering enough to appeal
to music aficionados. From early devotional works to the great symphonies of the
Classical and Romantic eras and the diverse and often challenging works of the
modern era, The Classical Music Book looks at more than 90 key pieces of music
and explores the salient themes and ideas behind each of them.

Elmer and the Whales
The gars are peaceful, happy animals living in Garland. Their shaman, Zachariah,
helps them to interpret the spirits that foretell their future. But a strange vision
bodes ill. This long-awaited second collaboration between Italian artists Lorenzo
Mattotti and Jerry Kramsky, ten years in the making, is masterfully drawn in soft,
psychedelic black and white.
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